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ABSTRACT

Although the concept of Industrial 4.0 has been well accepted, only few studies have dealt with real-time production scheduling of smart factories. Due to the advantages of simplicity, efficiency and quick response, heuristic rules have become the most promising technology to solve such problems. However, they suffer some drawbacks, such as high development and maintenance costs, low solution quality, and excessive emphasis on local information. To design heuristics from the perspective of system optimization and ensure the performance of heuristics in real-time production scheduling environments, this study develops a network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism. The complex network theory is introduced to extract a series of low-level heuristics from the perspective of system optimization, while the automatic heuristic generation problem is formulated as a multiple attribute decision making problem. Given that the dispersity of local features indicates their value for decision-making, the entropy weighting method is employed to automatically produce an adequate combination of the provided easy-to-implement low-level heuristics. Finally, the open shop scheduling problem with dynamic job arrivals is taken as an example to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Numerical results demonstrate the excellent performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of algorithm effectiveness and computational time.

1. Introduction

In the era of Industrial 4.0, smart factories have become the key place for implementing a series of management activities [1,2]. As the crucial technology in production management, scheduling aims to optimize one or more production performance objectives by reasonably allocating resources among tasks within a given period of time [3,4]. However, with the development of manufacturing technologies and the refinement of manufacturing processes, the actual manufacturing system is evolving towards complexity, which brings great challenge to the scheduling optimization of manufacturing systems [5]. Besides, dynamic events in actual production also greatly substantiate the complexity of scheduling problems [6]. As the most frequent dynamic event in the actual production, the real-time production scheduling problems with dynamic job arrivals has attracted widespread attention [7,8]. Therefore, developing effective scheduling strategies for real-time production scheduling problems with dynamic job arrivals is of vital significance, which directly affects production efficiency, manufacturing costs and market competitiveness [9].

Various optimization methods have been proposed to solve production scheduling problems. However, in the case of dynamic order arrival requiring real-time responses, exact methods and metaheuristics have great difficulties in modeling, and require much more time to obtain suboptimal solutions, making them always perform poorly in real-time scheduling decisions [10,11]. Moreover, they will fail fundamentally as the problem size increases due to their inability to evaluate the performance of solutions in a timely manner. In comparison, heuristics are more practical and convenient in the highly dynamic production environment due to their ease of implementation and rapid response to dynamic changes [12].

Although plenty of heuristics have been proposed and successfully applied to various problems over the past few decades, there are still some difficulties in applying them to newly encountered problems or even new instances of similar problems [13]. Usually, heuristics are designed by experts in a tedious trial-and-error process, with candidate heuristics being tested, modified, and retested in a simulation environment until they meet the requirements for actual implementation in practice [14]. Therefore, heuristics are bespoke problem-specific...
methods and have to be specifically designed for the problem at hand, which are expensive to develop and maintain. Most of the existing heuristics are derived from practical production experience, focusing more on local characteristics than the overall structure of scheduling objects. In addition, heuristics are often developed to find solutions of acceptable quality within a reasonable time, but with few optimality guarantees [15]. Therefore, how to design heuristics from the perspective of system optimization and how to guarantee the performance of heuristics in dynamic scheduling environments remain to be studied [16].

As an attempt to bridge the gaps, this study develops a novel network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism for real-time production scheduling problems with dynamic order arrivals. It introduces complex network theory to describe production scheduling problems and design effective heuristic rules from the perspective of system optimization, and then formulates the automatic heuristic generation problem of generation constructive hyper-heuristic as a multiple attribute decision making problem. Thirdly, given that the attribute decision making problem of generation constructive hyper-heuristic as a multiple attribute decision making problem. Thirdly, given that the attribute differences among nodes in complex scheduling networks largely reflect the value of this attribute for decision-making, the entropy weighting method is employed to automatically produce an adequate combination of the provided easy-to-implement low-level heuristics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review on real-time production scheduling. Section 3 elaborates on the proposed network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism. Section 4 presents the computation experiments and analysis. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and introduces some interesting directions for future studies.

2. Literature review

In the past few decades, real-time production scheduling problems have attracted widespread attention due to the frequent occurrence of dynamic events in actual production [17,18]. To address such problems, dynamic scheduling is expected to make timely and reasonable decisions based on scheduling tasks and current system status, which requires full consideration of dynamic production demand and unstable production process. Therefore, it has become the common desire of scholars and enterprises to develop scheduling methods that can respond to dynamic events in a timely manner and maintain high performance in fluctuating machining conditions.

Dynamic scheduling has been studied extensively, which can be categorized into predictive-reactive scheduling, robust scheduling and completely reactive scheduling [19]. Predictive-reactive scheduling is usually divided into two stages. The first stage is the prescheduling stage that generates an initial scheduling scheme as the basis for the workshop to arrange production activities, while the second stage is the rescheduling stage that adjusts the scheme in response to real-time events [20]. Because of its simple principle and easy implementation, this method has been widely used in production environments with infrequent occurrences of dynamic events and low uncertainty. However, excessive rescheduling can easily interfere with the original production activities, resulting in production disorder and production performance decline, and therefore it is inappropriate to unstable scheduling systems with frequent occurrences of dynamic events [21]. Robust scheduling predicts the future dynamic events in advance under existing conditions, and generates a prescheduling scheme that can accommodate various possible emergencies, so as to ensure that the performance of the scheduling system will not deteriorate when dynamic events occur [22].

Due to the preventive measures taken against possible dynamic events, robust scheduling naturally has high robustness, but it cannot handle dynamic events that deviate from prediction and respond poorly to emergencies. Besides, in order to increase the robustness against disturbances, robust scheduling introduces slack time, which greatly increases the waiting time of some devices and reduces resource utilization [23].

Completely reactive scheduling is also known as online scheduling or real-time scheduling. Different from the first two types of scheduling, it is a real-time scheduling strategy that makes use of heuristic rules to respond quickly to changes of workshop state and provide guidance for the next operation of the actual production system [24]. Since this method makes scheduling decisions only upon the current system state information without prescheduling schemes, it has good practicability for the actual production environment with frequent dynamic events and high uncertainty. Heuristic rules have therefore become the primary solution to real-time production scheduling problems because of their advantages such as simplicity, efficiency and quick response [25]. However, the current heuristic rule design method is mainly based on manual experience, and knowledge related to complex production scheduling problems is difficult to obtain, making it extremely difficult to develop efficient scheduling rules [26]. Besides, most existing methods only take into account local information and can only perform local optimization. Therefore, it has become an urgent task to design effective scheduling rules through analyzing the influence of inherent constraints and dynamic events on the overall structure of the scheduling object.

Recently, genetic programming based approaches and gene expression programming based approaches have been widely used to design scheduling rules [27–29]. However, the rules learned by these approaches for a specific scheduling environment are fixed during the execution process, and may have weak adaptability in the new environment. Given that no scheduling rule performs dominantly better than any other in all scheduling environments, it will be a promising way to enhance the adaptability of scheduling rules by dynamically adjusting the rules used when the shop floor environment changes, which falls into the category of hyper-heuristic. As an ‘off-the-peg’ method rather than a ‘made-to-measure’ technique, hyper-heuristic aims to select or generate new heuristics from a set of potential heuristic components in a given situation rather than solving underlying combinatorial problems directly [30]. In terms of process nature, hyper-heuristics can be divided into selection hyper-heuristic and generation hyper-heuristic [31]. In comparison, generation hyper-heuristics search the space of heuristics constructed from components rather than the space of complete predefined heuristics, thus having a significantly larger search space and better potential performance. They are capable of solving given problem instances or a class of problems, due to their ability to automatically produce an adequate combination of low-level heuristics (LLHs) [15]. Obviously, LLHs play a crucial role in the performance of generation hyper-heuristic, which can be further categorized as constructive or perturbative [32]. Since perturbative heuristics are problem dependent and often appear in the form of moving operators designed for the problem domain, they belong to the category of metaheuristics and could hardly obtain suboptimal solutions for scheduling problems with dynamic events in an acceptable computational time. By contrast, constructive heuristics are usually generated using a given set of problem attributes, which can reduce the labor required to derive low-level heuristics and may lead to the induction of new constructive heuristics beyond imagination [30]. This allows constructive heuristics to be tailored for specific problem instances or induced for different types of problems [13]. However, how to dynamically generate effective dispatching rules based on a given set of problem attributes while ensuring the performance of generated rules has not been studied in the field of hyperheuristics.

Based on the above brief review, we find that although a broad
literature on real-time production scheduling has been published, few studies have dealt with the design of low-level heuristics from the perspective of system optimization and the development of performance guarantee mechanism of hyper-heuristics in real-time production scheduling environments. This study ingeniously makes full use of complex network theory and multiple attribute decision making methods, and develops a network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism for real-time production scheduling problems that employs the complex network theory to systematically generate a series of low-level heuristics from the perspective of system optimization and utilizes the multiple attribute decision making method to solve the automatic heuristic generation problem of generation constructive hyper-heuristics.

3. Methodology

This section presents the proposed network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism for real-time production scheduling problems with dynamic job arrivals. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation (NDRG) method consists of three main modules, namely complex network modeling, low-level heuristics generation, and high-level heuristics generation. It needs to be emphasized that the first two are conducted in modeling, low-level heuristics generation, and high-level heuristics method consists of three main modules, namely complex network theory and multiple attribute decision making method upon the real-time decision-making mechanism, the disjunctive graph aims to change the undirected disjunctive arc into a directed arc to improve the critical path, which is only suitable for solving small and medium-scale problems. The complex network modeling gradually constructs a complete scheduling plan in an event-driven manner, and maps the arrival and completion of tasks to the appearance and disappearance of nodes in the complex network, respectively. Its scheduling decision is equivalent to node selection in a series of task network scenarios, which can realize rapid response to large-scale real-time production scheduling problems.

In recent years, complex network theory has already found its way into production scheduling problems. The complex network model for production scheduling problems can be represented by a triad \( G = (V, L, R) \), where \( V \) denotes the set of nodes, \( L \) denotes the set of edges, and \( R \) denotes the set of network evolution rules [36]. Each node denotes an operation with an attribute namely the processing time, and each edge represents a mutually exclusive constraint between two operation nodes. Specifically, an edge will link any pair of operation nodes of the same job because any two operations of the same job cannot be processed simultaneously, which is called “job edge”. Similarly, an edge will link any pair of operation nodes that require the same resource because each resource can only be used to process one operation at a time, which is called “resource edge”. All the edges together represent the complex relationships between the main elements of scheduling systems. It should be noted that the complex network is directed if the problem is an OSSP with dynamic job arrivals (OSSP-DJA) as the specific research object.

Fig. 1. Network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation method for real-time production scheduling problems.

In classic OSSP, a set of jobs \( J = \{J_1, J_2, ..., J_n\} \) are to be performed by a set of \( m \) machines \( M = \{M_1, M_2, ..., M_n\} \), with all jobs and machines available at the beginning. Each job \( J_i \) consists of \( m \) operations \( O_i(j_i) (i = 1, ..., m) \) where \( O_i(j_i) \) refers to the operation of job \( j_i \) on the machine \( i \) that needs to be processed for \( p_{ij} \) time units without preemption. At any
time, each machine can process at most one job, and each job can be processed by at most one machine. Besides, setup times are negligible and preemption of operations is not allowed. The order in which each machine processes jobs (machine orders) and the order in which each job passes through machines (job orders) can be chosen arbitrarily. The goal of this problem is to find a feasible combination of the machine and job orders to optimize one or multiple performance measures. In OSSP-DJA, not all jobs are available at the beginning of the planning horizon, and some jobs arrive dynamically during execution.

A complex network model for an OSSP with four jobs and four machines is illustrated in Fig. 2, where job edges are represented by solid lines and resource edges by dashed lines. Besides, the stage skipping is taken into account because not all jobs need to go through all stages in practical production [40]. The formal description for OSSP-DJA using complex network theory is as follows: (1) A node $O(j, i)$ represents the operation of job $j$ on the machine $i$, assigned two variables respectively representing the required processing time $p_j$ and release date $r_j$. The node $O(j, i)$ is available only when the actual execution time of the scheduling system exceeds $r_j$; (2) $O(j, i)$ and $O(k, i)$ respectively represent the operation of job $j$ and $k$ that needs to be processed by the machine $i$. Since a machine can handle at most a job at any time, all pairs of operations requiring the same machine (e.g. $O(j, i)$ and $O(k, i)$) will be linked by an edge; (3) $O(j, i)$ and $O(j, k)$ respectively represent the operation of job $j$ on the machine $j$ and $k$, respectively. Since a job can be processed by at most one machine at any time, all pairs of operations belonging to the same job (e.g. $O(j, i)$ and $O(j, k)$) will be linked by an edge; (4) Then, OSSP-DJA can be naturally transformed into how to arrange the node traversal order so that all the nodes in the network can be traversed as quickly as possible, on the condition that each node has a traversal time and only the disconnected nodes can be traversed simultaneously.

As is known to us all, network evolution rules $R$ can be divided into two types. One type is the growth rule (GR) that controls the increase of network nodes and edges caused by the dynamic arrival of jobs. The other type is the cutting rule (CR) that determines the disappearance of network nodes and edges with the completion of operations. For OSSP-DJA, GR is embedded in the law of job arrival that is fundamentally uncontrollable, while CR is controllable by adopting different scheduling algorithms. Specifically, it is required to decide which nodes are selected to add into the set of nodes being processed whenever a new job arrives at the system or a selected node is completed, and it continues until all nodes have been traversed and no new jobs arrive. The decisions made under all network evolution scenarios constitute a cutting rule, and the node traversal order caused by the decisions is the scheduling scheme obtained by the cutting rule.

3.2. Low-level heuristics generation

A complex scheduling network can fully represent the complex relationships between the main elements in the scheduling problem. Therefore, analyzing the network structural characteristics is helpful to simplify complex scheduling problems and inspire the design of heuristic rules. Besides, the scheduling decision process based on heuristic rules is usually event-driven, that is, decisions are made only when a new job arrives or an operation ends. Due to the uncertainty and unpredictability of job arrival, scheduling decisions are usually obtained by using data-driven optimization methods upon the current scenario information. From the perspective of system optimization, given that more mutually exclusive constraints between nodes indicate stronger coupling and lower traversal efficiency, higher priority should be given to certain nodes, whose removal can significantly reduce the network coupling [41]. These nodes are called vital nodes in the context of complex networks, and they build a bridge between production scheduling optimization and vital node identification, so that the latest advances in the field of vital node identification provide solutions for scheduling optimization problems [35].

Since complex scheduling problems with different optimization objectives are essentially reflected in the node traversal order on the complex scheduling network model, the design ideas of adaptive generation constructive hyper-heuristic are consistent. A unified design method of heuristic rules based on network structural characteristics can be divided into four steps:

a) Establish a complex scheduling network model for the given scheduling object;
b) Extract global features related to scheduling optimization objectives;
c) Construct local features related to global features;
d) Design heuristic rules based on local features.

It should be noted that global features are used to measure the differences between different scheduling networks and different evolutionary moments of the same scheduling network, while local features are used to measure the differences or status between nodes or edges in the network. It is this difference that causes the difference in the effects of different traversal strategies. Given that network average degree and network average efficiency can distinctly reflect this coupling, two heuristic rules based on local topological properties namely the Largest Degree first (LD) rule and the Smallest Cluster Coefficient first (SCC) rule have been established for OSSP [36]. However, these two rules only apply to unbalanced network topologies obtained by setting jobs with different numbers of operations or multiprocessor tasks, and their performance of applying to classic balanced complex scheduling problems is greatly compromised due to their inability to identify valid initial traversal nodes. It is well known that the time information is a kind of heuristic information that is as important as the structure of scheduling objects, especially in a balanced complex scheduling network. Therefore, Zhuang et al. [38] reformulated two classic heuristic rules based on time information in the context of complex networks, namely the Longest Processing Time first (LPT) rule and the Shortest Processing Time first (SPT) rule. Besides, two new heuristic rules that integrate the heuristic information from network structural characteristics and node time attributes have been developed, namely the Longest Total Remaining Processing on Adjacent Operations first (LTRPAO) rule and the Longest Total Remaining Processing on Other Machines first (LTRPOM) rule. This study is an extraordinary extension of Zhuang et al. [38] and focuses more on how to develop generation constructive hyper-heuristic through real-time data analytics after introducing the complex network theory to describe production scheduling problems and systematically generating a series of heuristic rules. Therefore, these six heuristic rules developed in the context of complex networks can be used directly as low-level heuristic rules, and each rule can be regarded as a decision attribute of complex scheduling network nodes. It should be noted that the proposed hyper-heuristic can easily accept more low-level heuristic rules.

For OSSP-DJA, the scheduling optimization algorithm based on node attributes can be summarized as follows: First, all available operation
nodes form a set of candidate nodes, from which a batch of nodes are selected one by one as the initial traversal nodes according to some central measure, while satisfying the traversal constraints. Once an operation node has been added into the set of processing nodes (SP), all its neighbors will be added to the set of currently prohibited processing nodes (SCP); Second, whenever a selected node is completed or a new job arrives, the set of candidate nodes will be added into the SP. For the SCP, while another operation with the optimal attribute measure node will be deleted from the SP, and its neighbors will be released from its neighbors will be added to the set of currently prohibited processing nodes.

5.1. Notations used in the whole algorithm.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plist</td>
<td>List of nodes being processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mlabel</td>
<td>List of machine labels for nodes being processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jlabel</td>
<td>List of job labels for nodes being processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnode</td>
<td>Adjacency matrix in the current scheduling scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pline</td>
<td>A rule for calculating the priority value of all nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ddone</td>
<td>Node just finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Done</td>
<td>Nodes that have been finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnode</td>
<td>List of nodes that are available in the current scheduling scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unode</td>
<td>List of nodes that have not been processed by a machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tc</td>
<td>Processing time of available nodes in the current scheduling scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plist_CT</td>
<td>Processing time of node selected based on the SPT rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plist_CN</td>
<td>Node selected based on the SPT rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wtopo</td>
<td>Adjacency matrix in the current scheduling scenario</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. High-level heuristics generation

Many previous studies have shown that any elevated performance of an algorithm over one class of problems is offset by its performance over another class, which means no single dispatching rule performs dominantly better than any other rules in all scheduling environments [42]. Thus, it may not be the best strategy to focus solely on designing an optimal rule that can be applied to dynamic processing environments. With the arrival of new jobs and the completion of operation nodes, the production status changes over time. Therefore it is necessary to change the heuristic rules dynamically based on the real-time status of shop floor production. To realize the adaptive dynamic scheduling for OSSP-DJA, each heuristic rule can be regarded as an evaluation index of all available operations. Then the automatic generation problem of generation constructive hyper-heuristics at each decision point can be naturally transformed into a data-driven MADM problem.

MADM problems widely exist in various fields, such as manufacturing, services, economics, management, etc., [43–45], especially in evaluating the node importance in complex networks [46,47]. In MADM problems, attribute weights play an important role, making it a key issue to find suitable attribute weights. The methods of obtaining attribute weights can be divided into three categories: subjective method, objective method, and hybrid method [48]. The objective method is employed in this study to determine the attribute weights by using objective decision matrix information, which can reduce the dependence on empirical knowledge and avoid the influence of decision maker’s preference on the determination of attribute weights [49].

Considering that the local feature of nodes can reflect the status of nodes in the network, the dispersity of local features among all nodes provides valuable information for distinguishing nodes and preventing misidentification [50]. The greater the dispersity, the higher the value of the local feature for decision-making. As a measure of system randomness and disorder, the entropy can also be employed to judge the dispersity of a local feature. Therefore, for the MADM problem of automatic heuristic generation, the entropy weighting method is the most suitable weighting method. It can make full use of the attribute differences among nodes in complex scheduling networks and objectively determine the attribute weights by evaluating the information provided by the observation value of each attribute [51]. Specifically, the attribute weights can be determined by the variation in each attribute. The

Fig. 3. An example of the entropy weighting method being applied to decision making.
greater the variation, the larger the attribute weight. The entropy weighting method has strong objectivity and thus can avoid the error caused by the subjective judgment of evaluators [41]. Fig. 3 shows an example of the entropy weighting method being applied to a decision situation with five candidate operations and six heuristic rules.

The steps to determine the attribute weights and weighted attribute values of candidate nodes in a decision scenario are as follows:

Step 1 Construct a decision matrix $X = (a_{ij})_{m \times n}$, where $a_{ij}$ represents the evaluated value of $i$th object under the $j$th indicator. The decision system has $m$ objects and $n$ evaluating indicators. The decision matrix $X$ will be:

$$
X = \begin{bmatrix}
  x_{11} & x_{12} & \cdots & x_{1n} \\
  x_{21} & x_{22} & \cdots & x_{2n} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  x_{m1} & x_{m2} & \cdots & x_{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(1)

Step 2 Standardize the decision matrix $X$ to establish a standardized matrix $V = (v_{ij})_{m \times n}$, where $v_{ij}$ is the standardized value of $x_{ij}$.

$$
v_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij} - \min_{1 \leq i \leq m}(x_{ij})}{\max_{1 \leq i \leq m}(x_{ij}) - \min_{1 \leq i \leq m}(x_{ij})}
$$

(2)

Step 3 Calculate the weight of the $i$th evaluated object under the $j$th indicator $p_{ij}$, where $0 \leq p_{ij} \leq 1$.

$$
p_{ij} = \frac{v_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} v_{ij}}
$$

(3)

Step 4 Calculate the entropy value $e_{ij}$ under the $j$th indicator. When $p_{ij} = 0$ or $p_{ij} = 1$, $p_{ij} \times \ln(p_{ij}) = 0$.

$$
e_{ij} = -\frac{1}{\ln(n)} \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_{ij} \times \ln(p_{ij})
$$

(4)

Step 5 Calculate the difference coefficient $d_{ij}$ under the $j$th indicator. According to the Eq. (4) of entropy value, the higher similarity of the $j$th indicator indicates the higher value of $e_{ij}$ and the lesser information provided by the corresponding indicator.

$$
d_{ij} = 1 - e_{ij}
$$

(5)

Step 6 Determine the entropy weight for each indicator.

$$
w_{ij} = \frac{d_{ij}}{\sum_{k=1}^{m} d_{kj}}
$$

(6)

Step 7 Considering that the priority of decision objects is proportional to the attribute value in some rules and inversely proportional to the attribute value in other rules, the decision matrix $X$ needs to be normalized as $Z$.

$$
Z = \begin{bmatrix}
  x_{ij} / \max_{1 \leq i \leq m}(x_{ij}) \text{ if } \text{indicator is a positive indicator} \\
  \min_{1 \leq i \leq m}(x_{ij}) / x_{ij} \text{ if } \text{indicator is a negative indicator}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(7)

Step 8 Calculate the weighted attribute value of each decision object. The higher the weighted attribute value of the decision object is, the higher priority the decision object has.

$$
S_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} x_{ij}
$$

(8)

4. Experimental study

To investigate the effectiveness of proposed network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation method for real-time production scheduling problems, computational experiments are designed and performed. For comparison purposes, experimental results obtained by the proposed NDRG are compared with those obtained by each low-level heuristic rule. All the algorithms are coded in MATLAB 2017a on a PC with Intel Core CPU 3.40 GHz and 8 GB of RAM.

4.1. Description of benchmark instances

In the open shop scheduling literature, three sets of benchmark instances have been published by Taillard [52], Brucker et al. [53], and Guéret and Prins [54]. As shown in Table 2, the main differences among these three datasets lie in the range of problem size, the distribution law of processing times, and the number of instances per size. Specifically, the first set of instances proposed by Taillard [52] (denoted by tai_*) were divided in $m$ intervals for Gu et al. [10, 50] for Bruckner et al. [54] _*_* were divided in $m \in \{4,5,7,10,15,20\}$ with uniformly distributed between 1 and 100 for the processing times. For each set of instances, there are 10 different test problems, totaling 60 instances. These instances are considered easy to solve due to the uniform distribution of processing times. Brucker et al. [53] presented 52 harder instances ranging from 9 operations to 64 operations (denoted by j*-per-*). During the generation of these instances, the total processing times of each job $\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_{ij}$ and each machine $\sum_{j=1}^{m} p_{ij}$ are equal to or very close to 1000 time units [55]. The third set provided by Guéret and Prins [54] (denoted by gp-*-**) consists of 80 problem instances, which are said even harder than those previously generated by Brucker et al. [53].

Regarding the arrival time, the instances of Taillard [52], Brucker et al. [53], and Guéret and Prins [54] do not provide this information. Due to the lack of benchmark instances for OSSP-DJA, new benchmark instances are generated by employing these existing OSSP benchmarks and modifying them into dynamic problems through performing the simulation. For the original instance with $m$ jobs and $m$ machines, other $m$ jobs following the same distribution law of processing times are available with their dynamic arrival. The arrival intervals of these newly arrived jobs are randomly generated, with a distribution $U[0, 50]$ for Taillard’s instances, $U[10, 250]$ for Bruckner and Prins’s instances, and $U[10, 500]$ for Guéret and Prins’s instances.

The indicator commonly used for evaluating the quality of algorithms in computational experiments is the relative percentage deviation (RPD) for $i$th instance between the solution $s_0$ obtained by $k$th algorithm and the lower bound $L_B$, as shown in Eq. (9). For this problem, a rough lower bound ‘LB’ can be calculated by the Eq. (10), where Set1 denotes a set of jobs available at the beginning, Set2 denotes a set of jobs arriving successively.
Table 3
Average RPD obtained by each algorithm on these three modified benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>LD</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>LPT</th>
<th>SPT</th>
<th>LTRPAO</th>
<th>LTRPOM</th>
<th>NDRG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taillard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_4 x 4</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_5 x 5</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_7 x 7</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_10 x 10</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_15 x 15</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_20 x 20</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brucker et al.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j3</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j4</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j6</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j7</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gueret and Prins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP03</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP04</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP05</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP06</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP07</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP08</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP09</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP10</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>29.87</td>
<td>28.13</td>
<td>28.94</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>24.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Percentage of optimal solutions obtained by each algorithm on each benchmark dataset.

Fig. 5. Average RPD of each algorithm under different problem sizes.

\[
PRD_{ik} = \frac{\text{sol}_{ik} - \text{LB}_{ik}}{\text{LB}_{ik}} \times 100
\]

\[
LB = \max\left(\max_{j \in \text{Set1}} \sum_{j \in \text{Set2}} p_{ij}, \max_{j \in \text{Set1}} \sum_{j \in \text{Set2}} (p_{ij} + r_{ij})\right)
\]
4.2. Comparison with other heuristics

The proposed NDRG is compared with its six constructive heuristics, namely LD, SCC, LPT, SPT, LTRPAO, and LTRPOM, in terms of algorithm effectiveness and computational time. Table 3 reports the average RPD obtained by each algorithm on these three modified benchmarks. In the modified Taillard’s benchmark, NDRG provides the best results among all algorithms, while SPT also provides competitive results and yields the lowest average RPD in four groups out of six, regardless of NDRG. In the modified Bruckner et al.’s benchmark, NDRG is still the best performing algorithm, and SPT yields the lowest average RPD in five groups out of six, regardless of NDRG. In the modified Guéret and Prins’s benchmark, LTRPAO narrowly beat SPT and ranks second with the lowest average RPD in three groups out of eight. Judging from these three benchmarks as a whole, NDRG is the best performing algorithm with the average RPD of 24.85%, and SPT provides the second-best result with the RPD of 28.13%. LD and SCC are the worst-performing algorithms with the RPD of 29.92% because they don’t take into account the time attribute of nodes. Besides, it is easy to find out that LD and SCC are equivalent and always obtain the same results for these instances. The main reasons are as follows: (1) At the beginning, topological differences among nodes in the complex scheduling network for balanced $O_m|C_{\text{max}}$ do not work; (2) In the subsequent scheduling process, the local attributes of nodes to be selected are sufficiently similar, and LD is approximately equivalent to SCC, subject to Eq. (11). Therefore, the experimental results of SCC are no longer presented in the following text.

$$C_i = \frac{2 + E_i}{k_i \cdot (k_i - 1)}$$

(11)

Fig. 6. Gantt chart for instance ‘tai_20 × 20_8’ obtained by SPT.

Fig. 7. Gantt chart for instance ‘tai_20 × 20_8’ obtained by NDRG.
Algorithm 1
Select initial traversal nodes.

Input: wtopo, pline
Output: Plist, Mlabel, Jlabel

begin
1: Plist←∅, Mlabel(1:m)←0, Jlabel(1:n)←0
2: deg←sum(wtopo,2)
3: while deg>0
4: num←min(pline)
5: Plist←[Plist num]
6: Mlabel(col)←num, Jlabel(row)←num
7: wtopo(col)←0, wtopo(col,2)←0
8: deg←sum(wtopo,2)
9: end while
end

Algorithm 2
Select an operation node for the machine just released.

Input: JDone, Done, Plist, Mlabel, Jlabel, T1
Output: Plist, Mlabel, Jlabel

begin
1: [row, col]←JDone, Cnode←∅, Tc←∅
2: Unode←setdiff(col: m*n*m, Done)
3: for i=0 to i=len(Unode)
4: Urow←(Unode(i)-col)+1
5: if Jlabel(Urow)←0
6: Cnode←[Cnode Undo(Urow)]
7: Tc←[Tc T1(Urow, col)]
8: end if
9: end for
10: Plist, Plist CT←min(Tc)
end

Table 4
Computational times required by each algorithm for these three modified benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>LD</th>
<th>LPT</th>
<th>SPT</th>
<th>LTRPAO</th>
<th>LTRPOM</th>
<th>NDRG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tailard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_4 x 4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_5 x 5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_7 x 7</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_10 x 10</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_15 x 15</td>
<td>56.57</td>
<td>58.29</td>
<td>57.04</td>
<td>57.25</td>
<td>57.53</td>
<td>57.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tai_20 x 20</td>
<td>233.99</td>
<td>235.69</td>
<td>233.23</td>
<td>231.74</td>
<td>233.57</td>
<td>232.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brucker et al.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j6</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j7</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j8</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further statistically analyze the experimental results, Fig. 4 illustrates the percentage of optimal solutions obtained by each algorithm on each benchmark dataset. We may safely conclude that the proposed NDRG exceeds the other heuristics in the number of optimal solutions obtained on these three benchmarks, which fully proves the superiority of the proposed algorithm in algorithm effectiveness. Besides, it may be interesting to study the possible interaction between the problem size and the algorithm effectiveness. Fig. 5 shows the average RPD obtained by these algorithms in different problem sizes. It can be seen that the proposed NDRG outperforms the other heuristics in all sizes of the modified Tailard’s benchmark, which indicates that the proposed algorithm has a higher probability of obtaining the best results for new instances. But it doesn’t mean that the algorithm produces the best results in any instance. For example, SPT slightly beats NDRG for instance ‘tai_20 x 20’. However, the scheduling schemes obtained by these two heuristics are presented in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. The same results can be obtained on the other two benchmarks.

Regarding the computational time required by each algorithm, Table 4 presents the average computational time for all considered methods for each instance size. It can be safely concluded that the computational efficiency of all algorithms is extremely similar, which indicates that the proposed NDRG does not significantly increase the computation time on the basis of its constructive heuristics. The main reason may be that all low-level heuristic rules are performed in parallel and the time spent in the multiple attribute decision making process is negligible compared with the calculation process of node attributes. Besides, the computation time required by NDRG may be lower in some cases compared with the single low-level heuristic rule due to the improved computational efficiency caused by better traversal order. This fully confirms the excellent property of the proposed algorithm in computational time.
Algorithm 5
SPT for OSSP-DJA.

Input: Td, Tj, RT
Output: FET, ET
Begin
1: wpnode−graph is built based on Td
2: Pline−reshape(Td(:, 2)), Done−0, JDone−0
3: R_iM=(size(Td(:, 2))), R_jsize(Td(:, 1)), Tnode=(R_i + R_j)\text{M}
4: Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel→Algorithm 1 (wpnode, Pline)
5: value0, ind0−min(pline(node)) for node in Plst
6: ST.d=value0
7: i=0
8: while (i< Rj)
9: i=i+1
10: if size(Done,2)>Tnode
11: break
12: end if
13: if len(Plist)>0 and (i>Rj or ST.d<RT(i))
14: ST − ST.d, JDone−Plst(ind0, Done−{Done, JDone}
15: Plst−setdiff(Plst, JDone), ET(JDone)−ST
16: wtopo(Done)=0, wtopo(Done)=0
17: row_d, col_d=done, Jlabel(row_d)=0, Mlabel(col_d)=0
18: for i=0 to i<len(Plst)
19: pline(Plst(i))−pline(Plst(i))−value0
20: end for
21: Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel→Algorithm 1 (JDone, Done, Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel, Tj)
22: if len(Plst)=m
23: Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel→Algorithm 3 (JDone, Done, Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel, Tj)
24: end if
25: else if len(Plst)=0
26: wtopo(Done)=0, wtopo(Done)=0
27: Plst→Algorithm 1 (wtopo, pline), Plst−setdiff(Plst, Done)
28: value0, ind0−min(pline(node)) for node in Plst
29: ST=ST−value0, i=1
30: else if (i<Rj and ST.d<RT(i))
31: ST−RT(i)
32: Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel→Algorithm 4 (JDone, Done, Plst, Mlabel, Jlabel, Tj, Tj, Tj)
33: end if
34: value0, ind0−min(pline(node)) for node in Plst
35: ST.d=ST.d−value0
36: end while
End

5. Conclusions and Future work

This study deals with real-time production scheduling problems with dynamic job arrivals, and develops a network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism by employing the complex network theory to systematically generate a series of low-level heuristics from the perspective of system optimization and utilizing the multiple attribute decision making method to solve the automatic heuristic generation problem of generation constructive hyper-heuristics. Numerical results indicate that the proposed method can effectively aggregate the information of each heuristic rule, and obtain an approximate solution that is significantly better than that of any single heuristic rule, without significantly increasing the calculation time. The study on this subject makes an important contribution to the overall knowledge in the field of real-time production scheduling. From another point of view, the proposed automatic generation mechanism based on multiple attribute decision making bridges the fields of generation constructive hyper-heuristic and multiple attribute decision making, and the development of network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation mechanism also expands the application of complex network in the complex dynamic production scheduling.

Taking all points into consideration, future work is still required to further improve the performance of the proposed network-based dynamicdispatching rule generation method for real-time production scheduling problems. The first extension is to develop more effective low-level heuristic rules from the perspective of system optimization. The other extension is to take into account more effective multiple attribute decision making methods. Besides, the proposed network-based dynamic dispatching rule generation method is required to be investigated in more practical production scheduling cases.
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